We present a framework for combining a cardiac motion atlas with non-motion data. The atlas represents cardiac cycle motion across a number of subjects in a common space based on rich motion descriptors capturing 3D displacement, velocity, strain and strain rate. The non-motion data are derived from a variety of sources such as imaging, electrocardiogram (ECG) and clinical reports. Once in the atlas space, we apply a novel supervised learning approach based on random projections and ensemble learning to learn the relationship between the atlas data and some desired clinical output. We apply our framework to the problem of predicting response to Cardiac Resynchronisation Therapy (CRT). Using a cohort of 34 patients selected for CRT using conventional criteria, results show that the combination of motion and non-motion data enables CRT response to be predicted with 91.2% accuracy (100% sensitivity and 62.5% specificity), which compares favourably with the current state-of-the-art in CRT response prediction.
A framework for combining a motion atlas with non-motion information to learn clinically useful biomarkers: Application to cardiac resynchronisation therapy response prediction 
Introduction
The use of spatio-temporal atlases for the statistical analysis of normal and pathological cardiac motion has gained increasing interest over the past decade. The intuition behind such approaches is that pathological changes in the heart lead to altered electromechanical behaviour, and therefore observing the mechanics of cardiac motion may lead to the uncovering of clinically useful information about the pathology. Motivated by this, machine learning based approaches have been proposed that try to identify characteristic motion 'signatures' that are linked to some desired clinical information, such as the presence of specific motion abnormalities in the left ventricle (LV) ( Duchateau et al., 2012b ) .
At the same time, research in the clinical literature has been advancing, and more is now known about the mechanisms underlying heart failure. In addition, a wide range of data is available in clinical records, some of which are likely to be useful in forming biomarkers for different clinical problems. Some of these data are image-derived. For example, in Cardiac Resynchronisation Therapy (CRT), a number of echocardiography-based indices have been proposed for patient selection ( Chung et al., 2008 ) , although results have yet to prove conclusive. Other data are derived from the results of simple clinical tests which are often available in the clinical record, such as the six minute walk test ( Enright, 2003 ) .
Therefore, there is a wealth of potential information, both motion and non-motion based, that could be used to assist clinicians in making decisions about, for example, patient selection or treatment planning. However, to date, a methodological framework for combining and utilising such disparate sources of information has been lacking. In this paper, we propose such a framework, which facilitates the combined analysis of motion information from a spatio-temporal atlas with non-motion data derived from a variety of sources such as imaging, the electrocardiogram (ECG) or clinical reports. The framework we propose is based on the use of a spatio-temporal atlas for the normalisation of the motion information, followed by multiple kernel learning (MKL) for the combination of motion and non-motion features. We demonstrate its application to the problem of patient selection for CRT, although the framework could be applicable to the analysis of other cardiac conditions. In the following sections we first review the literature on CRT and CRT patient selection, then review relevant work from the field of spatio-temporal atlases and MKL, and finally we summarise our novel contributions in this context.
Cardiac resynchronisation therapy
Pathological impairment of the LV electrical conduction system typically leads to a dyssynchronous electro-mechanical activation that degrades the LV systolic performance, ultimately causing heart failure (HF) ( Kirk and Kass, 2013 ) . In the past two decades, CRT has been increasingly employed for the treatment of selected HF patients with electrical dyssynchrony. CRT aims to restore mechanical synchrony by electrically pacing the heart in a synchronised manner ( Owen et al., 2009 ) . Standard selection criteria for CRT are a New York Heart Association functional class of II to IV, a QRS duration ≥120 ms, and a LV ejection fraction (EF) ≤35% ( Owen et al., 2009 ). However, when applying such criteria, approximately 30% and 44% of eligible patients do not show, respectively, clinical (i.e. whether the patient feels better) and volumetric (i.e. whether the LV manifests reverse remodelling) response to the treatment ( Abraham et al., 2002; Bleeker et al., 2006; Kirk and Kass, 2013; Daubert et al., 2012 ) . Improvement of the selection criteria for a better characterisation of CRT responders is therefore of great clinical interest.
Recent findings have shown that multiple independent factors correlate with treatment outcome. For instance, Bilchick et al. (2014) have shown that the presence/location of LV myocardial scar and the configuration of pacing leads can influence CRT volumetric response. A strict left bundle branch block (LBBB) ( Tian et al., 2013 ) , a type II electrical activation pattern (also known as Ushaped activation) ( Sohal et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2014 ) and an early activation of the septum (septal flash) ( Parsai et al., 2009 ) have also been shown to correlate with an enhanced level of LV reverse remodelling following CRT. Several studies have also investigated the use of image-derived indices of dyssynchrony for a more accurate characterisation of CRT responders ( SantaulariaTomas and Abraham, 2009 ). However, to date, no single index has been shown to greatly improve the reliability of CRT patient selection, as reported in the multi-centre PROSPECT study ( Chung et al., 2008 ) . Therefore, as highlighted in Jackson et al. (2014) and Parsai et al. (2009) , factors such as scar, strict LBBB and septal flash, represent some of the multiple mechanisms that influence CRT response, but may not be good predictors if considered separately.
Cardiac spatio-temporal atlases
The term spatio-temporal atlas (or motion atlas ) refers to the establishment of a common coordinate system in which population comparisons of motion can be carried out. The use of such atlases for the statistical analysis of normal and pathological LV motion has gained increasing interest over the past decade, showing promising results for patient stratification and for the characterisation of cardiac diseases. Following advances in mathematical tools for the parallel transport of vector fields and tensors ( Rao et al., 2002 ( Rao et al., , 2004 Qiu et al., 2009; Lorenzi et al., 2011 ) , statistical spatio-temporal atlases of the LV have been derived from cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) sequences ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Rougon et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005; Ardekani et al., 20 09; Lu et al., 20 09; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; De Craene et al., 2012; Medrano-Gracia et al., 2013 Bai et al., 2015 ) , as well as from 2D echocardiography ( Duchateau et al., 2011 ( Duchateau et al., , 2012b and Computed Tomography (CT) ( Hoogendoorn et al., 2013 ) .
Although conceptually similar, these works differ in the techniques used to estimate the LV geometry and motion, to represent the motion, and also their intended application. For instance, Medrano-Gracia et al. (2013) fitted a finite-element model to cine-CMR sequences to estimate the LV motion, and subsequently analysed the shape and motion configuration of the model to detect and quantify infarcted myocardium. With the same application, Suinesiaputra et al. (2009) employed Independent Component Analysis on the distribution of endo-and epi-cardial LV contours derived from cine-MR. These works focussed on the statistical analysis of shapes, without explicitly estimating and transporting motion fields.
A polyaffine motion model has been recently proposed for statistical analysis of LV motion in McLeod et al. (2015a,b) . In this approach, the motion of the myocardium is represented as an affine transformation for each of the 17 American Heart Association (AHA) segments, and inter-subject comparisons of these transformations is facilitated by conversion to a prolate spheroidal coordinate system.
More closely related to the proposed framework is the work of Duchateau et al. (2011 , 2012b , in which statistical inference on myocardial velocities was proposed to detect septal flash and LV motion abnormalities as compared to the LV motion of healthy subjects. However, in Duchateau et al. (2011 Duchateau et al. ( , 2012b ) the velocities of the LV myocardium were estimated from 2D echocardiography, therefore providing a limited description of the complex 3D mechanical contraction. De employed tag-CMR sequences to quantify 3D + t myocardial motion abnormalities, but the method was evaluated on only two patients. In Duchateau et al. (2011) , the spatio-temporal atlas of the LV septum proposed previously in Duchateau et al. (2010) was employed to assess the changes induced by CRT on the motion of the septum. By using the velocity maps, the authors demonstrated that a correction of the septal flash due to CRT correlated with an enhanced volumetric response.
In the cardiac spatio-temporal atlas works reviewed in this section, a number of motion representations have been employed, including intensity-based ( Lu et al., 2009 ) , displacement-based ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Perperidis et al., 2005; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; Bai et al., 2015 ) , velocity-based ( Duchateau et al., 2011 ( Duchateau et al., , 2012b , momentum-based ( Ardekani et al., 2009 ) and polyaffine ( McLeod et al., 2015a,b ) . In Garcia-Barnes et al. (2010) a representation based on 2D strain was employed but the technique performed inter-subject comparisons in a normalised parametric domain and therefore was not a spatio-temporal atlas in the sense discussed here.
Multiple kernel learning
As well as motion and shape information, several works have attempted to combine such high dimensional data with lower dimensional data from other sources for learning tasks. An early example of this principle is the work by Costa and Hero (2005) , in which class labels were used to constrain embeddings computed using non-linear dimensionality reduction. This idea was extended and applied to a medical application in Wolz et al. (2012) , who used clinical meta-data to constrain a manifold learnt from MR imaging data for the purpose of Alzheimer's disease stratification.
MKL works on a similar principle to these techniques. MKL algorithms extend Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods by considering a linear or non-linear combination of multiple kernels, as opposed to the single kernel representation of SVM. In particular, MKL offers an optimal solution for the combination of information derived from different sources or modalities, addressing issues related to differences in representation, variability and dimensionality. In MKL, each kernel provides a different measure of similarity between observations, therefore enriching the description necessary to accurately perform the classification/regression task at hand.
MKL methods have been successfully employed in several applications, ranging from genetics, computer vision and medical imaging. For instance, Hinrichs et al. (2009) have employed MKL to combine features from different image modalities for a more accurate classification of mild Alzheimer's disease subjects. Similarly, Filipovych et al. (2011) used MKL to integrate clinical and imaging data for the prediction of cognitive decline in elderly subjects. More recently, Sanchez-Martinez et al. (2015) have proposed the use of unsupervised MKL to combine cardiac velocity information from different cardiac phases for the identification of heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction. In this work, we propose the use of MKL to combine non-motion data (see Section 3.2.1 ) with the motion and deformation information embedded in a spatio-temporal atlas (see Section 3.2.2 ). The proposed framework is evaluated on a binary classification, although it could be easily extended to a multi-class classification or regression setting.
Our contributions
The main novelties of the proposed framework are threefold. First, we extend the 3D + t spatio-temporal atlas proposed by Perperidis et al. (2005) and De Craene et al. (2012) to transform not just the localised LV displacements and velocities of different patients to the atlas coordinate system, but also the strains. This enables direct inter-subject comparison of a rich representation of cardiac motion and its properties for each LV location and cardiac phase. Secondly, we employ MKL to combine the motion information provided by the spatio-temporal motion atlas with the non-motion data derived from different sources (e.g. the ECG signal, 2D echocardiography, clinical reports). In this way, a comprehensive description of the electro-mechanical LV activation is provided to more accurately identify CRT volumetric responders and non-responders. To the authors' knowledge, no previous work has exploited the combination of atlas-based high-dimensional motion data and non-motion data for the prediction of CRT response. Thirdly, we adapt the Random Projection ensemble learning method we proposed in Peressutti et al. (2015) for the extraction of the motion features used in the MKL framework.
The paper is structured as follows. Materials used to evaluate the proposed framework are described in Section 2 , while the methods are presented in Section 3 . A thorough evaluation of the spatio-temporal atlas construction and CRT responders classification is provided in Section 4 . Results are presented in Section 5 , while a discussion of the results and conclusions are reported in Section 6 .
Materials
A cohort of 34 patients fulfilling the conventional criteria for CRT (see Section 1.1 ) was used in this study. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and all patients gave written informed consent 1 . All patients underwent CMR prior to CRT and 2D echocardiography imaging and clinical evaluation prior to CRT and at 6-months follow-up.
CMR imaging
The following CMR sequences were acquired using a 1.5T scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) with a 32-element cardiac coil:
cine-CMR: a multi-slice short-axis (SA) and three single-slice long-axis (LA) (2, 3 and 4-chamber view) 2D cine Steady State Free Precession (SSFP) sequences were acquired (TR/ TE = 3.0/1.5 ms, flip angle = 60 °). Typical slice thickness is 8 mm for SA and 10 mm for LA with an in-plane resolution ≈ 1.4 × 1.4 mm 2 ; T-CMR: 3D tagged CMR sequences in three orthogonal directions were acquired (TR/TE = 7.0/3.2 ms, flip angle = 19 − 25 • , tag distance = 7 mm, slice thickness = 7 mm). The images have reduced field-of-view enclosing the LV, with typical spatial resolution in the plane orthogonal to the tagging direction ≈ 1.0 × 1.0 mm 2 ; DE-CMR: delayed-enhancement CMR images were acquired 15-20 min following the administration of 0.1-0.2 mmol/kg gadopentate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Bayer Healthcare, Dublin, Ireland) using conventional inversion recovery sequences. A multi-slice SA and three single-slice LA 2D images were acquired (TR/TE = 5.6/2.0 ms, flip angle = 25 °).
The same field-of-view and orientation as the cine-CMR sequences was used. The slice thickness of both SA and LA images is 10 mm with an in-plane resolution ≈ 1.4 × 1.4 mm 2 .
All images were ECG-gated and acquired during sequential breath-holds. Due to the high in-plane spatial resolution, the cine-CMR images at end-diastole (ED) were employed to estimate LV geometry (see Section 3.1 ), while the remaining cine-CMR images were not used. An average high resolution 3 D + t T-CMR sequence was derived from the three T-CMR acquisitions with orthogonal tagging directions. The averaged T-CMR sequence was used to estimate the LV contraction (see Section 3.1 ). The DE-CMR images were used to quantify the extent of LV myocardial scar for use as part of the non-motion data in our framework.
Similar to Shi et al. (2012) , prior to the estimation of LV geometry and motion, the SA and LA cine-CMR sequences were spatially aligned to the T-CMR coordinate system. Such spatial alignment compensates for motion occurring between sequential breath-holds. The T-CMR sequence is free from respiratory artefacts and was therefore chosen as the reference coordinate system.
Non-motion data
The non-motion data employed in this work were derived from the clinical assessment of the patient ( Aetiology, Gender , New York Heart Association class NYHA , score of the Quality of Life assessment QOL , six minutes walking distance 6 MWD ), from the ECG signal (presence of Left Bundle Branch-Block LBBB , duration of the QRS complex QRS d , QRS complex category QRS cat , Rhythm ), from the 2D echocardiography imaging acquired prior to CRT (EndDiastolic Volume, End-Systolic Volume and Ejection Fraction ( EDV, ESV and EF )) and from the DE-CMR images ( Scar ). Details of the non-motion data are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 1 .
Regarding the source of dyssynchrony, 32 out of 34 patients showed electrical dyssynchrony ( QRS d > 120 ms), and 21 out of 34 patients showed mechanical dyssynchrony as indicated by an early activation of the septum (septal flash). Patients with strict LBBB were characterised by a longer QRS duration ( ≥140 ms in men and ≥130 ms in women) and a mid-QRS notching ( Tian et al., 2013 ) . 13 out of 34 patients had an ischaemic aetiology, although scar was evaluated also for the non-ischaemic patients. For each patient, the LV scar distribution was estimated from the DE-MR images using the cmr 42 software (Circle Cardiovascular Imaging Inc.). The software requires the observer to delineate the endo-and epi-cardial LV contours and to set an intensity threshold to best separate scarred from healthy myocardium. Two clinical experts independently carried out the quantification of scar distribution. Fig. 1 (b) shows an example of a resulting scar map, where the regional enhanced area is specified on a 16 AHA segment model (see Fig. 1 (a) ). Note that the scar maps produced by the cmr 42 software do not include segment 17 which represents the apex. The regional enhanced area represented the percentage of scarred Table 1 Description of the non-motion data derived from the clinical evaluation of the patient, from the ECG analysis and from 2D echocardiography imaging. For continuous data values, the third column reports mean and standard deviation over the entire cohort, while for categorical (binary) data values, the fourth column reports the counts of the corresponding categories. The inter-observer variability is illustrated in (e), in which the box plot for each AHA segment shows the difference in enhanced area percentage estimated by observers 1 and 2. Therefore, there are 34 such differences for each segment, one for each patient in our cohort. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) myocardium per AHA segment. The Scar data is a 16 valued vector computed as the average value over the two observers for each AHA segment. The mean and standard deviation over all the subjects for each AHA segment are reported in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). The inter-observer variability for each AHA segment over all patients is shown in Fig. 1 (e). SA and LA 2D echocardiography imaging was acquired prior to CRT and at 6-months follow-up. Images were acquired using a Philips IE33 ultrasound machine and a X5-1 transducer. The LA views were employed to estimate the EDV, ESV and EF . These values were considered independently and also as a single vector computed as the concatenation of the EDV, ESV and EF values. In addition, the ED volume as computed from the 3D LV medial surface (see Section 3.1.1 ) was also considered as a complementary descriptor of the LV volume. Fig. 2 . Overview of the proposed framework to combine motion and non-motion information about the LV function. Motion and deformation of the heart of the population sample is described by a spatio-temporal atlas. Multiple kernel learning combines the information provided by the spatio-temporal atlas with the information provided by non-motion data, such as echocardiography imaging, clinical reports and ECG. This framework can be used for the characterisation of the cardiac function. In this paper, we show its application to the characterisation of CRT responders.
CRT volumetric response
The classification of CRT response was based on the volumetric measures derived from 2D echocardiography acquired at a 6-months follow-up evaluation. These volumetric measures are commonly employed for the quantification of reverse remodelling ( White et al., 1987; Ypenburg et al., 2009 ) . Specifically, the cohort of patients was divided into three non-overlapping classes based on their ESV change (i.e. (E SV pre − E SV post ) /E SV pre ) as follows:
NR: non-responders, defined as the patients showing an ESV change < 15%; R: responders, defined as the patients showing an ESV change ≥15%; SR: super responders, defined as the patients showing an EDV change ≥20%, an ESV change ≥15% and a two-fold increase in ejection fraction, or an EF absolute value ≥40%.
As different measures for super-response have been proposed in the literature ( António et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2013 ) , the combined measure as described above was employed. Following this classification, our cohort of 34 patients was divided into 8 non-responders, 12 responders and 14 super-responders. This classification was used to train the proposed MKL classifier (see Section 3.2 ).
Methods
The main novelty of the proposed method lies in the combination of atlas-based motion and deformation information with nonmotion data derived from several sources such as ECG, clinical reports and echocardiography imaging. An overview of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2 .
To allow comparison of motion and deformation information across patients, a spatio-temporal motion atlas was built, and motion and deformation features that maximise the classification performance were extracted. Non-motion and motion data were subsequently combined in a MKL framework for a comprehensive description of LV electro-mechanical contraction for an accurate prediction of CRT response.
The construction of the spatio-temporal motion atlas is described in Section 3.1 while the MKL classification is described in Section 3.2 .
Spatio-temporal motion atlas
Similar to De Craene et al. (2012) , a spatio-temporal motion atlas of the LV was built to allow motion comparison from different patients. The atlas removes differences in LV shape and cardiac cycle duration from the comparison of LV motion.
The LV spatio-temporal motion atlas formation involves the following steps: estimation of LV geometry and motion, spatial normalisation of LV geometries and motion and deformation reorientation from each subject-specific coordinate system to the atlas coordinate system. Each step is described in the following sections.
Estimation of LV geometry
For each patient, the LV myocardium, excluding papillary muscles, was manually segmented from the ED frames of the multi-slice SA ( Fig. 3 (a) ) and three LA cine CMR images ( Fig. 3 (b) ) and the four binary masks were fused together into an isotropic 2 mm 3 binary image ( Fig. 3 (c) ) by using a binary OR operation. Following further manual smoothing of the binary mask to improve accuracy ( Fig. 3 (d) ), an open-source statistical shape model (SSM) of the LV was employed to estimate point correspondence amongst all LV geometries. After an initial rigid alignment based on five landmarks (i.e. endocardial apex, basal anterior and posterior insertion of the right ventricle, basal mid-septum and basal mid-free wall), the SSM was optimised to fit the LV binary segmentation. Non-rigid registration followed the mode optimisation to refine local alignment ( Fig. 3 (e) ).
The SSM was derived from a healthy population of 10 0 0+ subjects, and provides a 17 AHA regions segmentation (see Fig. 5 ). Even though the LV geometries of HF patients significantly differ from healthy LV geometries, the variance captured by the SSM allowed the model to successfully represent pathological geometries. The quality of the segmentation was visually assessed for all patients, as well as the correspondence between the AHA regions of the model and the patient's anatomy. An example of derived LV surfaces is shown in Fig. 4 
(a) to (d).
In order to spatially reduce and regularise the number of vertices ( ≈220 0 0) of the SSM surface, a medial surface with regularly sampled vertices ( ≈30 0 0) was generated from the personalised SSM epi-and endo-cardial surfaces using ray-casting and homogeneous downsampling followed by cell subdivision ( Fig. 5 ) . The same resampling strategy was employed for all personalised SSM surfaces to maintain point correspondence. The volume of the derived ED medial surface was also considered as non-motion data as it provides a 3D estimation of LV size, in addition to that derived from 2D echocardiography (see Section 2.2 ).
Estimation of LV motion
An average high resolution 3 D + t T-CMR sequence was derived from the 3 D + t T-CMR sequences with orthogonal tagging planes. For each T-CMR volume, the trigger time t T specified in the DICOM meta-tag was normalised with respect to the patient's average cardiac cycle, such that t T ∈ [0, 1), with 0 being ED. LV motion and deformation with respect to the ED cardiac phase was estimated using a sequential 3 D GPU-based free-form deformation (FFD) registration ( Rueckert et al., 1999; Chandrashekara et al., 2004 ). In particular, given the T-CMR image at each cardiac phase, the LV motion was estimated by registering the image with respect to the previous cardiac phase. This way, small deformations between cardiac phases were better estimated and the motion tracking was more robust to the typical intensity fluctuations found in T-CMR images. The sequentially estimated FFD deformation fields were then composed to obtain the FFD transformation from each cardiac phase to the reference ED phase. Furthermore, a 3 D + t spline interpolation was fitted to the composed 3D transformation in order to estimate a full cycle 3 D + t transformation, thus achieving temporal normalisation across subjects, regardless of the number of acquired T-CMR volumes and cycle length. The result of the motion estimation was, for each patient n , a smooth 3 D + t transfor- Note that the temporal normalisation employed in our framework differs from the work of Duchateau et al. (2011 , 2012b , where specific cardiac events were aligned across subjects. We normalise only with respect to the length of the cardiac cycle and rely on the subsequent learning algorithm to uncover the important characteristics of the remaining temporal variation.
An example of motion tracking is shown in Fig. 6 .
Spatial normalisation
The aim of spatial normalisation is to remove bias towards patient-specific LV geometries from the motion and deformation analysis. From the previous steps, LV surfaces at the ED phase were derived for each of the N patients. An initial Procrustes alignment based on the point correspondence was performed on the N medial LV surfaces, obtaining a set of affine transformations • ( ˜ φ a f f ) −1 . All surfaces were consequently aligned to the unbiased medial LV surface using Thin Plate Spline (TPS) transformations { φ T PS n } . The transformation from the patient-specific coordinate system to the unbiased LV surface is therefore given by De Craene et al., 2012 ) .
Motion and deformation reorientation
This section describes how motion and deformation were first resampled to ensure temporal correspondence between subjects, and then transported into a common atlas coordinate system to facilitate inter-subject comparison.
In order to compare cardiac phases amongst all patients, for each patient, the reference ED medial surface was warped to T = 30 cardiac phases equally distributed in [0, 1) by using the es-
ing by x n,p, 0 ∈ R 3 the spatial coordinates of the vertex p at the ED cardiac phase t = 0 for a given patient n , the spatial coordinates of the vertex at an evenly sampled time t s is computed as 
where I represents the identity matrix. Eq. (1) describes the local deformations that the LV myocardium at location x n, p , 0 at the reference ED phase undergoes at the cardiac phase t s . In this study, along with displacement and velocity, strain and strain rate were considered as motion descriptors, since recent studies have shown their correlation with pathological changes of the myocardial tissue (e.g. scarred tissue) ( Maret et al., 2009 ) . As a result of the surface warping, for each patient n , the displacements u n,p,t s = x n,p,t s − x n,p, 0 , velocities v n,p,t s = (x n,p,t s − x n,p,t s −1 ) / t s and Jacobians J x n,p,t s ∈ R 3 ×3 were computed for all vertices p of the reference ED surface and for any evenly distributed time t s ∈ [0 , 1) , t s = 1 /T . The next stage was to transport the displacement, velocity and strain data for each subject into the atlas coordinate system. Under a small deformation assumption ( Ashburner, 2007 ) , the following two techniques have been proposed for the parallel transport of vector fields:
PFV: push-forward action on velocities ( Duchateau et al., 2011; De Craene et al., 2012; Duchateau et al., 2012a ) v atlas n,p,t s
PFD: push-forward action on displacements ( Rao et al., 2002 ( Rao et al., , 2004 Perperidis et al., 2005 ) u atlas n,p,t s
where J φn (x n,p, 0 ) is the Jacobian of the anatomical transformation φ n mapping each patient's reference ED surface to the atlas ED surface computed at location x n, p , 0 , while J x n,p,t s is the Jacobian of the motion transformation ψ 3 D + t n (x n,p, 0 , t s ) mapping the reference ED surface to each cardiac phase t s of patient n . In this paper, both parallel transport methods were used to transport the displacement and velocity fields to the atlas coordinate system, and the difference between the transformed locations was compared. The results of the PFV and PFD comparison are reported in Section 4.1 .
In both methods, the location of the vertex x atlas n,p,t s at cardiac phase t s is computed as the application of the estimated displacement u atlas n,p,t s to the reference ED atlas location x atlas n,p, 0 . After In order to allow comparison of strain across subjects, the Jacobians of the 3 D + t motion transformations J ψ 3 D + t n were transformed to the atlas coordinate system as follows:
Eq. (5) (1) ) were computed in the atlas coordinate system for each vertex p and cardiac phase t s .
Local coordinate system
For a more intuitive understanding of the LV motion, displacements, velocities and strains in the atlas coordinate system were projected onto a local cylindrical coordinate system, therefore providing radial, longitudinal, and circumferential information. The long axis of the LV ED atlas surface was used as the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 7 ). Denoting by r, l, c the radial, longitudinal and circumferential unit column vectors, the strain tensor matrices E atlas n,p,t s were projected onto the cylindrical coordinate system as E atlas n,p,t s
where 
Multiple kernel learning
We now describe the use of a MKL framework to utilise the atlas motion data described in the previous section, as well as the non-motion data outlined in Section 2.2 . Recall from Section 1.3 that MKL methods extend SVM methods by considering a linear or non-linear combination of multiple kernels. In a binary classification setting, given a sample of N independent and identi-
where z i is the D-dimensional input vector and y i is its class label, a typical SVM model is given by the linear discriminant function
In the linear MKL framework, the single kernel function of SVM is replaced by a linear combination of multiple kernel functions .
Non-motion kernels
were computed from the non-motion data described in Section 2.2 . The bandwidth for each kernel σ m was estimated from the structure of the data, as proposed in Sanchez-Martinez et al. (2015) . In detail, for data with continuous values, the pairwise Euclidean distances were computed over all patients, and the average distance over the closest N/3 neighbours was employed as σ m . The selected size of the neighbourhood N/3 roughly matched the size of the CRT response classes considered and also approximates the likelihood of volumetric non-responders in a cohort of CRT patients. In the case of binary data { ± 1} (e.g. Aetiology, Gender ), the bandwidth was fixed to σ m = 0 . 1 to generate binary values of the kernels k m . Fig. 8 shows the resulting RBF kernels for the non-motion data considered in this study.
Motion and deformation kernels
Given the high dimensionality of the motion and deformation data, low-dimensional features relevant for the classification of CRT responders were extracted. In this work, the Random Projection ensemble learning approach proposed in Peressutti et al. (2015) , which was previously shown to outperform the use of Principal Components Analysis for the classification of CRT super responders, was adapted to the MKL framework as follows.
Following the parallel transport of LV motion and deformation to the atlas coordinate system (see Section 3.1.4 ), displacement u atlas n,p,t s , velocity v atlas n,p,t s , strain e atlas n,p,t s and strain rate f atlas n,p,t s vectors in the radial, longitudinal and circumferential directions were available for each patient n , at each vertex p of the atlas surface and for each cardiac phase t s ∈ [0, 1). As the T-CMR sequences covered on average ≈ 75% of the cardiac cycle (see Fig. 10 ), only the first T s = 22 out of T = 30 evenly sampled cardiac phases were considered for the following analysis, as for t s > 0.75 the estimated motion was due to interpolation only. Furthermore, for each patient n , the vertices of the reference ED medial surface that fell outside of the field-of-view (FoV) of the T-CMR images were removed from the analysis. Most of the removed vertices either belonged to the LV apex or base.
For each patient n , the displacement, velocity, strain and strain rate vectors were concatenated over the remaining P FoV vertices in the FoV and over t s ∈ [0, 0.75) to obtain the column vectors u atlas ] ∈ R H×N were subsequently computed. These matrices represent the LV motion and deformation of the patients in the cohort in the atlas coordinate system. Given the very high dimensionality H of the motion and deformation matrices, methods for the extraction of meaningful lowdimensional features for the classification of CRT responders need be applied. Random Projections (RPs) have recently gained interest in the fields of pattern recognition and machine learning for Fig. 8 . Example of resulting RBF kernels for non-motion data (see Section 2.2 ). Each kernel represents the similarity between patients for each non-motion data feature. MKL weights the contributions of each of these kernels to maximise the margin between classes. dimensionality reduction and feature extraction ( Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984; Hegde et al., 2008 ) . The underlying concept of RPs is to project the input high dimensional space into a lowdimensional random subspace, where the distance between observations is preserved up to a distortion factor , which depends on the number of observations and the dimension of the generated subspace ( Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984 ) . RPs represent a simple and flexible dimensionality reduction method that does not enforce any constraint on the dimensionality reduction of the data, as opposed to other linear (e.g. Principal Component Analysis) or non-linear (e.g. Isomaps, Laplacian Eigenmaps) dimensionality reduction techniques ( Yan et al., 2007 ) .
Similar to the Random Projections ensemble learning approach we proposed in Peressutti et al. (2015) , an ensemble of L classifiers was created by projecting the input high dimensional matrices U, V, E and F ∈ R H×N onto random low-dimensional subspaces defined by random sparse matrices R l ∈ R h ×H , h H, in which the elements of each column vector
are drawn from a Bernoulli { ±1} distribution with r i = 1 . As a result of the random projections, new low-dimensional motion and deformation descriptors Z U = R l U , Z V = R l V , Z E = R l E and Z F = R l F ∈ R h ×N were generated. Subsequently, using a 5-fold cross-validation on the training data, an SVM classifier was trained on a Gaussian RBF kernel computed
as input observations. The bandwidth of the RBF kernels was determined considering the Euclidean distance between observations, as detailed in Section 3.2.1 . The L random projections generating an accuracy in classification greater than 90% were retained. This process was carried out independently for the displacement, velocity, strain and strain rate matrices, leading to L random projections for each matrix U, V, E and F . Finally, only three out of the L random projections were randomly selected, resulting in 12 motion-based RBF kernels (i.e. three RPs descriptors and associated RBF kernels
and strain rate { Z F j } 3
j=1
). The values of h and L are reported in Section 4 .
Optimisation
In this work, a total of M = 27 kernel functions k m were employed, 15 derived from non-motion data and 12 derived from motion data. The number of motion kernels was chosen to balance with the number of non-motion kernels, but a larger number of motion kernels could be employed. For the optimisation of the objective function described in Eq. (8) , the unknown vectors α and β are estimated in a two-step optimisation strategy, with each ( Rakotomamonjy et al., 2008 ) . These parameters were determined through a grid search. Details of the optimal values are reported in the following section.
Note that the MKL optimisation algorithm employed in this study can be seen as an application of the generic framework for dimensionality reduction proposed by Lin et al. (2011) .
Experiments
Two sets of experiments were performed. The first set of experiments aimed at validating the construction of the spatiotemporal atlas, while the second set of experiments aimed at validating the classification of CRT responders using the proposed MKL framework. Details of the first set of experiments are reported in Section 4.1 , while Section 4.2 reports details of the MKL framework validation.
Spatio-temporal motion atlas
In this set of experiments, the accuracy of the LV segmentation, LV motion estimation and the effect of the parallel transport techniques was evaluated.
In order to estimate the SSM fitting error for LV segmentation, the Dice Similarilty Coefficient (DSC) was computed between the manually refined binary mask (see Fig. 3 (d) ) and the binary mask 2 http://www.shogun-toolbox.org/doc/en/latest/index.html .
derived from the fitted SSM (see Fig. 3 (e) ). Mean and standard deviation values for the DSC over the 34 datasets were 0.89 ± 0.02, with minimum and maximum DSC of 0.85 and 0.92, respectively. The low value of the standard deviation demonstrates the robustness of the SSM fitting. Fig. 3 shows an example of the SSM fitted to a manually refined binary mask.
Regarding the evaluation of the motion estimation, open-source benchmark T-CMR sequences of the LV from 15 healthy volunteers were employed ( Tobon-Gomez et al., 2013 ) . For each T-CMR sequence, manually annotated landmarks were provided as goldstandard and target fiducial errors could be computed. Fig. 9 shows the motion estimation error achieved by the 3 D + t FFD transformation as compared to state-of-the-art motion tracking methods ( Tobon-Gomez et al., 2013 ) . The GPU-based FFD registration achieved tracking accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art methods, allowing the processing of an entire T-CMR sequence in less than 15 min. The 3 D + t spline fitting error was also computed, showing a mean and mean max error of 0.069 mm and 1.32 mm, respectively.
As detailed in Section 3.1.4 , two techniques for the parallel transport of vector fields were compared, namely a push-forward action on velocities (PFV) and a push-forward action on displacements (PFD). In Fig. 10 , the displacements transformed to the atlas coordinate system with the two methods are compared. The first row of Fig. 10 shows, for each patient (represented by the different coloured lines), the radial, longitudinal and circumferential components of the mean displacements computed by PFD over all vertices P and for each cardiac phase t s , while the second row reports the same results for the PFV. The third row shows the resulting difference in mean displacements obtained with the PFD and the PFV. As can be noted in the second and third rows of Fig. 10 , the displacements computed by PFV manifest an offset, meaning that the obtained motion is not cyclic. This is due to errors accumulating in the iterative estimation of the displacements (see Eq. (3) ). This confirms the findings of Duchateau et al. (2011) , where a technique to compensate for the drift was proposed. The absolute difference Fig. 10 . Comparison of PFV and PFD reorientation. The mean displacements in the atlas coordinate system for each patient n as computed by PFD (first row) and PFV (second row). The first, second and third columns respectively report radial, longitudinal and circumferential components of displacements. The third row shows the difference in displacements between the two reorientation methods. The colours represent the data for the different patients. The PFV reorientation generates an offset in estimation that needs to be compensated for ( Duchateau et al., 2011 ) . The black dashed line represents t s ≈ 0.75. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
was computed over all patients n , vertices p and cardiac phases t s , resulting in median and 75 th percentile values of 0.08 mm and 0.16 mm, respectively. Despite the very small difference between the two reorientation techniques, we employed the PFD reorientation for the transport of the motion features used in the MKL framework, as it did not require any drift compensation.
Multiple kernel learning
This set of experiments aimed at evaluating the classification performance of the proposed MKL framework. Two separate binary classifications were performed. First, the classification of superresponders ( SR ) against non-responders and responders ( NR + R ) was investigated. In this experiment, the super-responders SR were considered as positive classification samples. Secondly, the classification of non-responders ( NR ) against responders and superresponders ( R + SR ) was considered. In this classification, the nonresponders NR were the negative samples, while R + SR were the positive samples. While the first classification aims at characterising the patients that will benefit most from CRT, the second classification seeks to characterise patients who would not benefit from CRT. The second classification is of particular clinical interest for the improvement of patient selection, as it would avoid unnecessary treatment and costs.
To test the performance of the proposed MKL framework, for both types of classification, the following experiments were carried out:
(i) SVM classification using each non-motion and motion kernel separately; (ii) MKL classification using non-motion kernels; (iii) MKL classification using twelve motion kernels (three per motion descriptor) with Random Projections; (iv) The proposed MKL classification using non-motion and four motion kernels (one per motion descriptor) without Random Projections; Table 2 Accuracy results for experiment (i), non-motion kernels. The first row reports classification accuracy of super-responders, while the second row reports results for the classification of non-responders. The highest accuracy results are highlighted in bold font. (v) The proposed MKL classification using non-motion and four motion kernels (one per motion descriptor) with Random Projections; (vi) The proposed MKL classification using non-motion and twelve motion kernels (three per motion descriptor) with Random Projections.
A leave-one-out cross-validation was employed for all classifications tested. This means that, in turn, each patient's non-motion and motion descriptors were not considered for the training of the classifier, but used for testing only.
The free parameters of the proposed MKL framework are the dimensions of the random subspace h , the number of random projections L , and the cost C and regularisation λ term in the optimisation of MKL. The dimension of the random subspace h was set to h = √ H . Given the low number of observations N , this value provided a good trade-off between the introduced distortion < 0.3 ( Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984 ) and the reduction in dimensionality. The number of random projections L providing a training cross-validation accuracy > 90% was set to L = 10 . Out of the best L random projections, either one ( v ) or three ( vi ) were randomly chosen for each motion descriptor (see Section 3.2.2 ). Comparison of experiments ( iv ) and ( v ) allows evaluation of the influence of Random Projections, while comparison of experiment ( v ) and ( vi ) allows evaluation of the optimal number of kernels. For experiments ( ii )-( vi ), the optimal values of C and λ were determined through a grid search using all patients in our cohort. This way, we sought to determine and compare the best possible classification results for each experiment.
Classification results for each experiment and corresponding values of C and λ are reported in Section 5 .
Results
This section reports classification results for the experiments described in Section 4.2 .
The accuracy results of the binary classification of superresponders (NR+R vs. SR) and non-responders (NR vs. R+SR) considering each non-motion and motion kernel separately are reported in Tables 2 and 3 . Classification accuracy was computed as the sum of true positives and true negatives divided by the number of patients N . Regarding the classification of super-responders, the QRS cat and strict LBBB showed good predictive power with an accuracy of 82.4% and 73.5%, in line with the findings reported by Tian et al. (2013) and Jackson et al. (2014) . Amongst the motion and deformation kernels, velocity and strain rate data showed the best accuracy values of 79.4% and 82.4%. Concerning the classification of non-responders, the best classification accuracy for nonmotion kernels of 76.5% was achieved by the Aetiology, Gender, LBBB, NYHA and QRS cat . For motion kernels, displacement showed the best accuracy of 76.5% and 79.4%.
Table 4
Super-responder classification results for MKL using (ii) non-motion kernels, (iii) 12 motion kernels with RPs, (iv) both non-motion and four motion kernels without RPs, (v) both non-motion and four motion kernels with RPs, and (vi) both non-motion and 12 motion kernels with RPs. The highest accuracy results are highlighted in bold font. The number of false positives and false negatives for the proposed technique ( vi ) were respectively 0 and 2. Table 5 Non-responder classification results for MKL using (ii) nonmotion kernels, (iii) 12 motion kernels with RPs, (iv) both non-motion and four motion kernels without RPs, (v) both non-motion and four motion kernels with RPs, and (vi) both non-motion and 12 motion kernels with RPs. The highest accuracy results are highlighted in bold font. The number of false positives and false negatives for the proposed technique ( vi ) were respectively 3 and 0. The results of experiments ( ii )-( vi ) on the classification of super-responders are reported in Table 4 , while Table 5 reports results on the classification of non-responders. Compared to experiment ( i ) where non-motion and motion predictors were considered separately, higher classification results were achieved with MKL in both classification of super-responders and non-responders. In the classification of super-responders, the same classification accuracy of 94.1% was achieved by non-motion kernels ( ii ) and all kernels together ( iv )-( vi ). In the classification of non-responders, the best accuracy of 91.2% was achieved by the proposed MKL framework ( vi ), in which non-motion and twelve motion kernels were considered together. Motion kernels ( iii ) achieved better classification results compared to non-motion kernels ( ii ), highlighting Fig. 11 . The mean ± SD of the kernel weights for the leave-one-out cross-validation in experiments ( ii ) non-motion kernels only (top row), ( iii ) 12 motion kernels with RPs only (middle row), in which D, V, S, R represent the displacement, velocity, strain and strain rate kernels respectively, and ( vi ) combined kernels of ( ii ) and ( iii ) (bottom row) for the two classifications (a) NR + R vs SR and (b) NR vs R + SR. For experiment ( vi ), motion kernels have very little weighting relative to a few key non-motion kernels ( QRS cat , LBBB and QRS d ) in super-responder prediction (bottom row of (a)), but have much more importance in non-responder prediction (the bottom row of (b)).
the importance of motion information in characterising LV electromechanical contraction. Regarding the influence of RPs and the number of kernels, while no difference was found for the classification of super-responders, the best performance in the classification of non-responders was achieved by combining the non-motion descriptors with twelve motion descriptors using RPs. The use of multiple motion kernels per motion descriptor (three each) with RPs provides an improved set of projections for the classification of non-responders, compared to non-motion kernels alone as well as combined non-motion and motion kernels using single motion kernels per descriptor (both with and without RPs). Fig. 11 (a) and (b) shows the mean and standard deviation values of the weights β m for the leave-one-out validation for experiments ( ii ), ( iii ) and ( vi ) for both classifications. The analysis of these weights provides insight into the influence of the nonmotion and motion descriptors in each classification task. In the classification of super-responders, the LBBB and QRS cat descriptors mainly drive the classification, while velocity and strain rate contribute most for the motion descriptors. Note that other features that are correlated with these main features (e.g. QRS d is correlated with QRS cat ) have lower weights because, in the presence of the main features, they do not provide extra predictive power to the classification task. Regarding the classification of NR vs. R + SR, the Scar , displacement and strain descriptors contribute most to the classification.
Discussion and conclusions
We have proposed a technique for predicting CRT (super) response based on a combination of a cardiac motion atlas with non-motion data obtained from several sources. Spatio-Temporal atlases have previously been proposed for a range of problems. However, until now they have utilised motion data alone (i.e. displacements ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Perperidis et al., 2005; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; Bai et al., 2015 ) or velocities ( Duchateau et al., 2011 ( Duchateau et al., , 2012b ). In this paper, we have demonstrated a framework for combining such atlases with a range of non-motion data that is often available in clinical reports but which has been rarely exploited in the medical image analysis literature.
Our framework is based on MKL. MKL has been used before in medical imaging, for example for combining clinical with imaging data ( Filipovych et al., 2011 ) and for combining different types of motion feature ( Sanchez-Martinez et al., 2015 ) . Our framework uses MKL to combine motion data with non-motion data. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first time that such a technique has been proposed. Furthermore, we utilise a rich description of motion, featuring 3-D displacement, velocity, strain and strain rate in atlas space for the first time. We also incorporate into the framework our novel supervised learning technique based on random projections and ensemble learning, which we have previously proposed for CRT super response identificaton. ( Peressutti et al., 2015 ) .
The results of our technique for prediction of CRT response (i.e. 100%/62.5% sensitivity/specificity) compare well with the current state-of-the-art. For example, Sohal et al. (2014) reported 85% sensitivity and 82% specificity for predicting CRT responders based on volume-change systolic dyssynchrony index. Jackson et al. (2014) reported 78% accuracy (which equated to 76% sensitivity and 100% specificity based on the data they reported), by identifying a type II activation pattern. It is important to give an intuitive interpretation of these figures. The sensitivity figure for CRT response refers to the proportion of potential responders who, if the test were to be used to select patients for treatment, would have been selected. Therefore, 100% minus the sensitivity represents the proportion of responders who would have been denied treatment which would have been successful. Therefore, this is a key figure, since the main aim of a diagnostic test should be to not deny patients treatment that would benefit them. Our technique achieved a sensitivity of 100%, meaning that no potential responders would have been denied treatment. The specificity figure refers to the proportion of non-responders who would be spared the invasive procedure if the test were used. We achieved 62.5%, meaning that almost two thirds of non-responders would be spared the unnecessary treatment.
Looking at our results in more detail, it is apparent that, for CRT super response classification, no improvement was obtained by incorporating motion kernels: the non-motion kernels produced good classification performance (85.7% sensitivity, 100% specificity) on their own. This is likely because CRT super response is known to be associated with specific electromechanical phenomena such as a strict LBBB ( Tian et al., 2013 ) , which can be identified by some non-motion data. The more general class of CRT responders represent a more heterogeneous population, with potentially a number of different underlying mechanisms involved. This is reflected in the fact that, for classifying CRT response (i.e. the realistic clinical scenario), the combination of non-motion and motion data produced the best results. In this case, the flexibility of the spatiotemporal atlas in identifying different motion patterns that are correlated with CRT response was able to complement the nonmotion data and improve the results.
In fact, overall, impressive classification results were obtained using non-motion data alone. This is data that is frequently available in the clinical record but is often neglected in the medical image analysis literature. To the best of our knowledge, no work has yet shown how its combination can lead to such impressive results in CRT response prediction. However, this non-motion data comes from a range of sources, and may not always be complete in the clinical record. It is encouraging that our motion descriptors (which are all derived from a single CMR scan) can do as well as, or better than, this diverse range of data.
It is important to remember that CRT treatment planning is not a simple matter of selecting which patients are likely to respond to the treatment. For example, the positions of the pacing leads are known to be a significant factor in the success of CRT treatment, especially in the presence of infarct, i.e. the treatment is not generally successful if a lead is positioned in an infarct ( Bilchick et al., 2014 ) . Our work has not focused on this issue, but we believe that our framework could be adapted to identify optimal lead placement, as well as patient selection. In future work, we plan to extend our work to complement the important role that biophysical models have to play in determining optimal lead placement ( Sermesant et al., 2012 ) . Furthermore, our framework could be extended to regress more complex functional cardiac variables. As reported in Fornwalt et al. (2009) and Fornwalt (2011) , although currently employed as a clinical standard, a binary response classification could be too simplistic as a characterisation of CRT response. In future work, we plan to investigate the extension to a multi-variable regression model, applied to a larger cohort.
Another area for future work is to validate the approach on a larger multi-centre database of CRT patients, to better evaluate the accuracy and robustness of the proposed framework. To facilitate the processing of a large number of CRT datasets, we plan to automate the LV segmentation by learning from previous observations the refinement to the binary masks. A larger patient database would enable other machine learning tasks to be tackled. For example, a multi-class classification could be performed to label patients as either NR, R or SR in a single classification. Regression tasks could also be investigated, such as trying to predict ESV which is used for classifying CRT volumetric response. Furthermore, 3D echocardiography imaging could be employed instead of T-CMR to estimate the motion descriptors, as recently investigated in Puyol-Anton et al. (2016) . We would also like to investigate the possibility of including other types of feature into the MKL framework. We have shown how motion and non-motion data can be combined, but the same approach could be employed to incorporate, for example, anatomical features. It would be interesting to discover if a correlation could be found between specific anatomical features and CRT (super-)response, and our framework offers a means of performing such an investigation. The results from such a study could inform further clinical research into the mechanisms underlying CRT response and non-response.
In conclusion, we believe that the work we have presented represents an important contribution to the problem of selecting patients for CRT. In a clinical setting, we would envisage a scenario in which our MKL framework could be used as a screening test for CRT treatment, utilising whatever motion and/or non-motion data were available on a patient-by-patient basis. Furthermore, we believe that our framework offers a way to exploit the important information that motion has to offer, as well as the wealth of data already available in clinical reports. This approach may well have potential application in a much wider range of clinical applications. 
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Appendix A. Reorientation of deformation gradient
Let S, A ⊆ R 3 denote the LV subject and atlas coordinate system, respectively. The aim is to compute the Green strain E A of the LV in the atlas coordinate system as a function of the Green strain E S in the subject coordinate system. Let dX A ∈ R 3 be an infinitesimal column vector at the End Diastolic (ED) reference frame in the atlas space and dx A ∈ R 3 be the deformed vector due to the electro-mechanical contraction. The Green strain E A ∈ R 3 ×3 tensor is then defined as follows In similar fashion, the Green strain E S is derived from the deformation gradient F S in the subject space as
F S maps the deformed and reference infinitesimal vectors in the subject coordinate system d x S = F S d X S and is estimated by the motion tracking registration. We denote by J the Jacobian of the tranformation mapping the anatomy of subject to the atlas coordinate system at end-diastole, dX A = J dX . Therefore, denoting by X and A the coordinates in subject and atlas coordinate system respectively, the deformation gradients can be computed as By inverting Eq. (A.7) , the deformation gradient in the atlas coordinate system is obtained as (A.8) 
